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Abstract
Nowadays cloud computing become the most popular technology in the area of IT industry. It
provides computing power, storage, network and software as a service. While building, a data
warehouse typically necessitates an important initial investment. With the cloud pay-as-you-go
model, BI system can benefit from this new technology. But, as every new technology, cloud
computing brings its own risks in term of security. Because some security issues are inherited from
classical architectures, some traditional security solutions are used to protect outsourced data.
Unfortunately, those solutions are not enough and cannot guarantee the privacy of sensitive data
hosted in the Cloud. In particular, in the case of data warehouse, using traditional encryption solutions
cannot be practical because those solutions induce a heavy overhead in terms of data storage and
query performance. So, a suitable schema must be proposed in order to balance the security and the
performance of data warehouse hosted in the cloud. In this paper, we propose (TrustedDW) a
homomorphic encryption schema for securing and querying a data warehouse hosted in the cloud.

1 Introduction
Data warehouse is a specific database, which provides storage for huge amounts of historical data
from heterogeneous operational sources. Those historical data will be used by analytical tools for
producing business intelligence. For this purpose, data warehouse occupies a central place in
enterprise business intelligence (BI). But building BI systems necessitate an important initial
investment which may cause a problem while adopting this technology.
Cloud computing provides a new service which allows customers to create, maintain and query
their data in the cloud while using their internet connection. This new service delivery model is
lucrative for many companies. In fact, such services allow for outsourcing a DW and for running
OLAP queries. Yet, data outsourcing brings out privacy concerns since sensitive data are stored,
maintained and processed by an external third party that may not be fully trusted. A typical solution
for preserving data privacy is by encrypting data locally before being sent in the cloud. Data security
using cryptography is the most used solution. But this solution is not enough to secure data in the
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cloud because data will be decrypted before being executed by the providers. More than that,
decrypting data in the cloud is a very expensive solution in terms of cost and time complexity. Those
scenarios are not a suitable solution for data warehouse because of the high volume of data stocked in
the warehouse and because of the nature of the OLAP query. Thus, processing the queries directly
over encrypted data can significantly improve the query performance and the cost of using the cloud
while maintaining data privacy. For this reason, we propose in this paper a new schema for sharing
securely data warehouse in a multi- cloud. Our proposal is based on the homomorphic privacy
presented in [1]. One serious deficiency of this homomorphic privacy is the possibility of being
broken by clear text attacks. Thus, our contribution is to make this privacy homomorphism more
robust and secure using a random splitting function, multi-cloud and perturbation value. It should be
noted that it is not our aim to propose a solution as secure as the state-of-the-art encryption
algorithms. We rather suggest a technique that provides a considerable level of overall security
strength with respect to some performance overheads.
In this paper two signatures are proposed outer signature and inner signature for verifying the
integrity of data sent to and received from the cloud.
This paper proceeds as follows: the second section surveys related works. The third section
proposes a novel schema for securely hosting and querying a data warehouse in the cloud. The fourth
section is devoted to shed light on some theoretical results. Finally, the paper ends with a conclusion.

2 Related works
Before outsourcing data to the cloud, most cloud providers propose to encrypt data with traditional
encryption techniques. The symmetric and asymmetric encryption algorithms [2][3] are commonly
used for such scenarios .The problem with those scenarios is that they are based on trust between the
owner and the cloud provider, which is not the case because the cloud provider is not trust.
Furthermore, the data and the keys are stocked in the same cloud provider. So, if intruders break the
security system of the provider, they can steal the data with the keys and decrypt it easily. Moreover,
the cloud provider must decrypt data before processing it. This operation is very costly mostly in the
case of data warehouse.
Homomorphic encryptions seem to be more attractive for outsourced data to the cloud because it
allows for running data in ciphertext in the cloud. RSA and ElGamal [4] cryptosystems are two
multiplicative homomorphic schemas. Paillier [5] and Goldwasser –Micalli [6] are two additive
homomorphic schemas. Authors in [7-8] propose a solution based on a fully homomorphic
encryption. The idea is to find an encryption algorithm which can do addition and multiplication of
encrypted data in ciphertext. The disadvantage of those algorithms is their high time complexity of
encryption and decryption and the high volume of data generated after encryption.
Order preserving encryption [9] and multivalued Order preserving encryption MV-OPE [10] are
used to perform computations over attributes that are used in the calculation of max and min
aggregation functions or attributes that are compared using relational operators.
To maintain confidentiality and availability, some authors propose to store data at multiple cloud
providers, such as DSky [11] and inercloud [12]. Those schemas use symmetric encryption tools to
preserve confidentiality of data and distribute encrypted data over multiclouds.
Secret sharing schema [13] is very used in the cloud [14-15]. Most works use secret sharing to
ensure the confidentiality and the disponibility of data by sharing data in multicloud. The problem
with those schemas is the high volume overhead generated after encryption. That’s why, authors in
[16] propose a new model for sharing data warehouse inspired from secret sharing to remedy this
problem. However, this approach suffers from high time complexity of decryption steps. Another
problem when using this algorithm is that it cannot resist to collusion attack. To work out such a
problem, authors in [17] propose S4 a new schema based on secret sharing for enforcing privacy in
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Cloud data warehouse. The idea behind this proposal is to store secrets at one single CSP instead of
sharing secrets to n CSP’s. The privacy in S4 relies on the fact that k-1 splits are stocked in the CSP
and the Kth splits necessary for reconstructing the secret is stocked in the owner. A playing this
principal, they can avoid the problem of collusion, but the processing of the query cannot be done in
the cloud.
In [18] the authors propose a new method for encrypting data warehouse hosted in the cloud.
They propose to use several encryption techniques which allow the processing of analytical queries.

1.1 Discussion and motivation
The problem of data security is the most prevalent obstacle of adopting the cloud especially in the
case of data warehouse. In fact, the latter stocks a high volume of data and need much time to process
OLAP query. For this reason, in this paper, we propose a new schema that balances security and
performance when outsourcing data warehouse in the cloud. Our schema is based on the simple
privacy homomorphism described in [1]. It will be illustrated as it is given in [1]:
Let p and q be two large secret primes and m= pq the product of such large secret primes. For that
m is difficult to factor.
Consider the set of cleartext data T = Zm , and the set of cleartext operation F= {+m ,-m ,⨯m }
consisting respectively of the addition, substraction and multiplication module m , with m=pq .Let
the ciphertext data set be T’ =ZP ⨯ Zq. Ciphertext operation F’ is the component wise of these in F.
Define the encryption function ɸ(x) = [x mod p, x mod q]. Given the two prime numbers p and q
and the ciphertext xp=x mod p and the ciphertext xq =x mod q, the secret x is decrypted using the
Chinese remainder theorem (CRT).
Our motivation behind the use of this privacy homomorphism is because it’s based on the MOD
operator. This is very interesting in terms of volume overhead. In term of confidentiality, the data will
be encrypted with the two prime numbers p and q and will be computed in the range of m = pq. The
decryption function is based on the use of Chinese remainder theorem. This technique is very
practical in terms of temporal complexity.
The simple scenario is to encrypt data stocked in the data warehouse with the encryption function
ɸ(x). After that, the cipher text data xp and xq will be sent to the cloud provider with the module m.
The two prime numbers p and q will be kept secret in the owner. The data stocked in the cloud will be
processed modulo m.
Unfortunately, this schema is not secure enough because the cloud provider can infer the two
chunks of data and get the two secret parameters p and q. Malicious intruders can also break the
security parameters of the cloud provider, get the encrypted data and the modulo m from the cloud
provider and decrypt the data using the known cleartext attack as described in [19]. Consequently, a
new way to sharing data warehouse will be suggested in the second section .

3 TrustedDW :A new framework to securely hosted data
warehouse in the cloud
This section presents our new schema for hosting and querying data warehouse in the cloud
securely. Our schema is composed of three parts to ensure the three levels of security CIA
(confidentiality, integrity and availability). The first part, concerns our method to enforce the security
of the algorithm used to ensure data confidentiality. The second part refers two new signatures, inner
signature and outer signature, to verify the integrity of data sent and received from the cloud. The third
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part, present data sharing and data reconstruction process for TrustedDW. The global architecture of
our new schema is described in figure 1.

Figure 1Global architecture of TrustedDW

3.1 Enforcing the confidentiality of data
Firstly, to enforce the confidentiality of the homomorphic algorithm we propose to split the secret
data X into a k small chunk with a random function F(x) such that:
F(x) = ∑&%'( x%

(1)

After that, we encrypt each chunk of data with the homomorphic function ɸ(x)
Splitting data and encrypting each chunk of data separately with the homomorphic function ɸ(x) is
not enough to secure sensitive data .To achieve this, we propose to stock each share of secret data in a
different cloud provider. In this way, we can reduce the probability of inferring data and breaking the
encryption function because each provider has only one chunk of the secret data. So, the problem of
intern risk will be decreased. Likewise, it is difficult for malicious users to break the security
parameter of k cloud providers at the same time and get the k chunks of secret data necessary to
reconstruct the original data. So, the risk of breaking the system from an extern intruder will be
diminished. This way, our model will be more secure in terms of confidentiality towards the cloud
providers as well as from external attack.
Besides, when p, q, m = pq are very large integers, a small value x is very likely to have the same
representation over Zm, Zp, and Zq that is x mod m = x mod p = x mod q if x< min (p, q). This is an
undesirable feature because the homomorphic function ɸ(x) leaves the cleartext unencrypted (trivial
ciphertext). To overcome this drawback, we propose to multiply secret data with two secret values rp
and rq such that rp< p and rq<q. So our new homomorphic encryption function will be:
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ɸ(x) = ( [x( ⨯ rp mod p, x( ⨯ rq mod q ],
[x) ⨯ rp mod p, x) ⨯ rq mod q ] , with k ≥ 2

(2)

………
[x& ⨯ rp mod p, x& ⨯ rq mod q ] )
After encrypting data with the homomorphic function ɸ(x) , k pair of data will be produced. After
that, each pair of chunk of data will be stocked in a cloud provider.

3.2 Ensuring the integrity of data
To ensure the integrity of data, we introduce in this paper new signatures named outer signature for
verifying the integrity of share and inner signature for verifying the integrity of original data.
Outer signature
Outer signature is a new homomorphic function based on the modular approach.
For c = x mod n is equivalent to x-k = n*c so k is the rest of division .
So the signature of each share designed Sgn_x will be computed with the homomorphic function as :
Hs(x) = x mod n = Sgn_x

(3)

and we will compute the key of each signature as :
key_x = x - ( Sgn_x⨯ n )

(4)

After that, data will be sent to a CSP’s.
When the owner receives data from the CSP’s, he can verify his data with the two equations ( 3) and
(4).
Inner signature
Inner signature is a self-checked signature based on the homomorphic propriety of modular
approach. It’s verified by computing the equivalence between the chunks of data generated after
splitting the original data with the random function F(x) and the share of data received from the cloud.
Algorithm 1 is used to verify the integrity of the original data in the owner after decrypting all share
of data with the CRT and getting the original chunk of date x1, x2,… xk.
Algirithm 1 : Inner signature (𝑥( ,𝑥) ,𝑥+ ,𝑥(, ,𝑥), ,𝑥+, ,𝑥(- ,𝑥)- ,𝑥+- )
{ 𝑆, =|𝑥(, + 𝑥), +...+ 𝑥+, |, , 𝑆- =|𝑥(- + 𝑥)- +...+ 𝑥+- |- , 𝐶ℎ𝑢𝑛𝑘, =|𝑥( + 𝑥) +...+ 𝑥+ |, ,
𝐶ℎ𝑢𝑛𝑘- =|𝑥( + 𝑥) +...+ 𝑥+ |If ((𝑆, =𝐶ℎ𝑢𝑛𝑘, ) and (𝑆- =𝐶ℎ𝑢𝑛𝑘- )) Than
Write (“Data is correct “)
Else
Write (“Data is not correct “)}
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After computing the inner signature, if it’s correct the trust tier reconstitutes the original data X
with the function F(x), else it asks the cloud provider to get other share of data.

3.3 Scenario of sharing and reconstruction process of TrustedDW
Data sharing process :
- The trust tier person who is responsible for data security in the company proposes two secret prime
numbers p and q and two secret values rp and rq, such that rp< p and rq< q . He also calculates the
module m= pq and he chooses the parameter k which is the number of chunks of data generated after
splitting the original data.
- He affects each IDk to a specific cloud provider. This is very important for maintaining the
coherence of secret data.
- He splits the original data with the random function F(x) presented in equation (1).
- He encrypts the k chunks of data with the homomorphic function ɸ(x) presented in equation (2).
- The trust tier computes the signature of each chunk of data with the integrity function Hs presented
in equation (3) and the keys of each signature with equation (4).
- Finally, he replicates each chunk of data with its signature and its key and sends them to the
corresponding cloud provider.
The scenario of data sharing process is presented in figure 2:

Figure 2 Data sharing process

Data reconstruction process :
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-The trust tiers ask k cloud providers to get the shares of corresponding data X (x1p, Sgn_x1p, key_x1p)
and (x1q , Sgn_x1q, key_x1q) from CSP1, (x2p , Sgn_x2p , key_x2p), (x2q , Sgn_x2q , key_x2q) from CSP2 ,
(xkp , Sgn_xkp , key_xkp) and (xkq , Sgn_xkq , key_xkq) from CSPk .
- He verifies the correctness of each share with the signatures and the keys. In case of errors, the trust
tier can ask CSP’s to get a new share.
-He computes the scalar product of each share (x1p , x1q ) , (x2p , x2q ) and (xkp , xkq ) by (r p-1 mod p, r q-1
mod q) to retrieve ( x1 mod p, x1 mod q ),, (x2 mod p, x2 mod q ) and (xk mod p, xk mod q ) .
-After that, the trust tier decrypts the data using the Chinese remainder theorem with the two secrets
parameters p and q and with the shares of data ( x1 mod p, x1 mod q ), , (x2 mod p, x2 mod q ) and ( xk
mod p, xk mod q ) .
- He verifies the integrity of the original data with the inner signature.
-If the inner signature is correct, the trust tier computes the original data with the function 𝐹 6( (x). If
not, he asks the cloud provider to get another share of data.
The scenario of data reconstruction process is presented in figure 3:

Figure 3 Data reconstruction process

4 Security analysis and performance evaluation of our schema
This section is devoted to illustrate the relevance of our approach along two axes. The first axis is
about the security features of our scheme and the second axis is about the performance of our schema
in terms of time complexity and volume overhead when using the pay-as-you go paradigm.

4.1 Security analysis
Confidentiality of data
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To protect data from plaintext attacks and from malicious cloud providers, we propose to split data
into k chunks with the random function F(x) and encrypt each chunk with the homomorphic function
ɸ(x)presented in equation 2. Then, each encrypted chunk will be stocked in a different cloud provider.
The objective is to keep minimal information about data and parameters among the cloud provider.
As a result, we can reduce the risk of inferring the data and breaking the system.
The role of trust tier as a middle tier between the user and the cloud is an effective solution which
guarantees the confidentiality of the two secrets p and q.
Proof:
If the cloud provider predicts the p and the q or gets the p and the q (worst case), he can predict x as
X= y⨯p + xp

and

X= y⨯q + xq such that x<m;

We can conclude that even if the two secret parameters are discovered by the cloud provider, he
cannot identify whether the chunks of data correspond to the parameters p or q or not. This ambiguity
can disrupt the work of inferring the data. Furthermore, since factoring is hard, inferring the two
shares of data without known whether the chunks of data correspond to the parameters p or q cannot
be done in the case of a huge volume of data as in the data warehouse.
In the worst case, if the cloud provider infers the data, decrypts the entire share and gets original
chunk, the security of our original data cannot be breached because the cloud provider has just a
chunk of data and not all the original data. So, we can conclude that splitting data is essential to the
security of our schema. That’s why the parameter k will be chosen carefully and should be k ≥ 2 .
Similarly, it can be argued that the confidentiality of our schema is better with this new sharing
strategy. In fact, even if the malicious intruder gets the two secret parameters p and q, it is hard to
break the security of k cloud providers and get the chunks of secrets at the same time. Even if he does
this and decrypts the k shares of data, he cannot reconstruct the original data because he doesn’t know
the random function F(x).
Integrity of data
Outer signature
In our schema the processing of data is done in ciphertext. So there is no need to use a complex
integrity function for ensuring the security of data. Our goal is to propose a simple method allows the
verifying of the data sent and received from the cloud with minimum time complexity. Our integrity
function Hs (x) is homomorphic. This is very practical in the case of data warehouse.
Inner signature
The inner signature is a self-checked signature. It is based on the homomorphic characteristic of
arithmetic modular. So, if there are some mistakes that cannot be detected with the outer signature,
the inner signature can detect it.
Collusion
The main advantage of our work is that the risk of collusion is small because data is split randomly
with the random function F(x). Thus, it is hard for the k clouds providers to predict how data is split if
it colludes.
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4.2 Performance evaluation
Volume overhead
Our encryption function is based on the MOD operator which divides the data in a small residue
number. So, there is no overhead volume when encrypting initial data. The original data is split into k
chunks and each chunk will be encrypted with the Mod operator two times. The volume of the
encrypted data cannot exceed twice the volume of the original data.
Temporal complexity
In our scheme for the encryption phase, we need just O(n) operation because the encryption
function needs only modular operation. The decryption function is based on the CRT. So we just
need O (lglg n) operation for the decrypting phase.
Comparison of our schema with the existing related approaches
In this section, we compare our schema with the approaches presented in our state of the art in
terms of security and performance. Tables 1 synthesize the features of some approaches discussed
above.
[15]

[18]

[16]

Our schema

yes

yes

yes

yes

Outer signature

No

No

yes

yes

Inner signature

No

No

yes

yes

Disponibility

yes

No

yes

yes

Collusion

yes

No

yes

No

OLAP query

yes

yes

yes

yes

Range query

No

yes

No

No

Aggregation function

yes

yes

yes

yes

Data volume

6n

-

3n

6n

O(n)

-

O(n)

O(n)

O(nlg2n)

-

O(nt2)

O(lglg n)

Confidentiality
Integrity

Time complexity of encryption phase
Time complexity of decryption phase

Table 1

Comparaison of Data warehouse sharing approaches

5 Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we introduced TrustedDW as a new framework for sharing data warehouse in
multiclouds. This schema ensures the security of data warehouse hosted in the cloud with reasonable
time complexity and minimum volume overhead. Our proposed schema is based on a homomorphic
encryption algorithm that reveals a serious weakness as it can be deciphered by ciphertext attacks. To
overcome this weakness, we propose a new method of using this homomorphic privacy based on
splitting data, multi cloud providers and perturbation values. With this new sharing schema, we can
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reduce the risk of breaking the security of the system by both cloud providers and malicious intruders.
To ensure the integrity of data, two new signatures are proposed, outer signature and inner signature.
As future work, we plan to propose an index to support processing of the range query in the cloud
providers because this operation is done by the owner after decrypting all the data in the case of our
schema. We eventually endeavour to evaluate our schema in real cloud providers
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